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AMBIANCE
Pre-programmed scenes move your
blinds and curtains to create the perfect
atmosphere.

Bespoke shading at the touch of a button using the most
advanced, easy-to-use technology on the market.
Trusted by home and business owners for over 25 years,
our systems are custom made to your specification and
manufactured in-house by our innovative design teams.
We are partners with only trusted suppliers who meet the
demands of our customers, we source hardware and
materials globally, guaranteeing the best shade products
worldwide.

Why More>Less
by Ultrasound Blinds?

SOLACE
Extremely quiet motors operate your
motorised shades with literally no
disturbance.

FLEXIBILITY
Schedule your shades to open and
close at particular times of the day
with the option to adjust them at any
point.

ACESSIBILITY
Operate your window shades from
the same devices that controls your
lights, heating and audio.

ENERGY SAVING
On warm days your blinds can close
automatically to help avoid overheating,
or on cooler days to prevent heat loss.

SECURITY
Control your window treatments
wherever you are to cleverly give the
impression you are at home.



Specific scenes can be pre-programmed so at the touch of a button the
blinds will adjust their position, along with lighting and audio system

settings to create the perfect environment.

More>Less by Ultrasound Blinds -
 set your preferred scene



More>Less by Ultrasound Blinds offers advanced technology
designed to integrate with all leading smart home and building

management systems (BMS). It provides confidence to our
customers to choose bespoke shading systems in the

knowledge, that they will integrate seamlessly with all major
automation systems. Built in, expert two-way communication

ensures the most complex settings, including scenes, automatic
sensors and voice control.

Seamless Interconnectivity

Ultrasound Blinds systems are compatible with:
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Efficient and quiet, our Roller
blind systems are the most

technology driven solutions on
the market. Customisation

completes design and our smart
control options seamlessly
integrate into any building

automation system.

Skylight windows installed
with our shading systems,
allows natural light to flow
through any room in the best
possible way. Our range of
technical fabrics will provide
essential sun protection from
heat, glare and UV rays. 

For domestic or commercial use
to offer total room-darkening in

Conference and AV rooms,
Medical areas and Bedrooms.
The fabric is securely fastened
into side channels with various
hardware concealment options
to eliminate light transmission.

This premium system is
enhanced with features that
make Vertical blinds a reliable
solution for most applications,
including shaped windows.
Our new minimalist sewn-in
bottom weights operate with
precision and design.

Our slimline Pleated blind
systems has been re-developed

to be installed into a wider
variety of compact spaces 
 including stylish bi-folding

doors. They provide the perfect
balance between functional

shading and decoration.

The concept of sliding Panels
originated in Japanese
cultural traditions. Elegant
panels are perfect for today’s
large glazed areas -
connected or unconnected,
with fabrics that create high
performing environments.

Elegant Roman blind systems
combine a classic soft furnishing

appearance with modern
components, to deliver shading

that operates effortlessly. These
traditional window treatments

desires a beautifully customised
finish with a personal touch.

Quiet, robust and stylish curtain
tracks and poles, are perfect
for hard-to-reach, large or
heavy weight curtains. Tailor
made draperies have an
extensive style range with
material choices, headings and
finishes.



MOREMOREMORE       
AUTOMATIC WINDOW SHADING

LESSLESSLESS
BMS & Smart Home

Control Systems
App & Voice

Command Assist
Remote control &

Wall Switches

VIRTUALLY SILENT
 Our motorised blinds are quiet from 31-

43dB so you can operate the blinds without
disturbing the peace and quiet.

PRE-WIRED PROPERTIES
 Easy and quick if your space is already

set up for hardwired blinds or battery motor
installations require no wiring.

SYMMETRICAL RISE & FALL
Motorised shades will open and close at the

same speed creating symmetrical and
graceful movement within your space.

CONSTANT POWER
Hardwired blinds are connected to the
buildings power supply, so no need to

recharge battery motors.

ENERGY EFFICIENT
Prevent heat loss and save money on your
energy bills with electric blinds that open
and close automatically at preset times.

SUITABLE FOR LARGE BLINDS
Our specialist motors offer an excellent

power source for blinds that need to cover
large windows and doors.

SAFETY
Automatic blinds remove the need for

unsightly manual cords which makes them
very safe for young children or pets.

SIMPLE TO OPERATE
 At the touch of a button you can open and
close your blinds or use voice control and

smart home devices.

Battery 
 Re-chargeable by mains
adapter or Solar Panel 

Hard Wired 
Power-supplied by plug

socket or fuse spur
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Fabrics - much more than decoration
Our fabric collection sets itself apart by considering both the fabric’s texture and technical features. We offer a wide range of
fabrics, styles and colours that balance function and design across all of our window treatment systems. 

We include fabrics with special functions, acoustic performance, superior light management and environmental
considerations. With such a wide choice, you can be sure to find the perfect fabric for your needs.

Dim-out fabrics for
Room Darkening

Screen fabrics for Heat,
Light & Glare control

Fabrics made from 100%
Recycled PET Bottles

The Ultrasound Blinds Collection
Our extensive range of interior shading offers Ten product style selections. Available in a wide range of materials, finishes
and customisation, allowing you to choose the one that best fits your décor and enhances the design of your space. 



Ultrasound Blinds is a major supplier of high-quality interior window treatment systems. 
 

Our advanced technology and daily commitment to perfection enables us to develop and manufacture bespoke
systems for solar shading. Together with More>Less by Ultrasound Blinds, our systems offer the most convenient

operation and high performance possible.

Ultrasound Blindswww.ultrasoundblinds.co.uk

info@ultrasoundblinds.co.uk

0208 509 8540

Office & Showroom
Unit 29 Forest Business Park
Argall Avenue London E10 7FB

Unbeatable Conscious Shading


